
LX1900H
OUR OIL FILTERS HAVE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, SO YOUR 
ENGINE DOESN’T HAVE TO WORK AS HARD.
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Efficiency 

Longer service intervals

Reduced maintenance costs

Lower operating costs

Longer component life

Fine particle removal extends engine life

Benefits

fewer harmful particles make it downstream
to your engine. BETTER 

Efficiency means

Specifications

10x
We’ve sold MILLIONS of lube  filters for Cummins ISX engines using the same 
proven design.                         

Both the OE and the LX1900H capture   approximately 99% of contaminants at 30 microns 
or larger and 70% of contaminants 10 microns.
Standardized test data shows the LX1900H has 17% longer life compared to the OE.
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Competitor (C)
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70% @10 micron                      
99% @30 micron

66% @10 micron                      
99% @30 micron 83% @10 micron                      

89% @30 micron
83% @10 micron                      
89% @30 micron
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2-STAGE BY-PASS FILTRATION
DOUBLE ELEMENT DESIGN PROVIDE OPTIMUM EFFICIENCY, 
EXCEEDING OE REQUIREMENTS

GASKETS
Designed to withstand the unique chemical 
properties of fluids.

BY-PASS ELEMENT 
Allows superior removing
Targeted particle size 

FULL-FLOW ELEMENT
Less restrictive. 100% of the 
oil is continuously filtered

NANOEXCOPRO® MEDIA PAPER
Synthetic media for high efficient               
Oil filtration and engine protection

INNER TUBE
Improved louvers allow greater flow
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